
 

International Youth Day is celebrated on 12 August 

The Basque Youth Observatory maintains its commitment to analyze, educate and 
report on the situation and needs of young people in Euskadi. 

Taking advantage of the celebration of the day dedicated to the Youth, we are 

taking stock of what the Observatory has achieved in this first half of the year, as 

well as recalling the activities that will be conducted from the autumn and until 

December. 

Research 

 Youth and employment in the Basque Country 2015. Based on a 

household survey answered by almost 2000 young people. The research 

analyzes the work experience of young people, their access to work, 

employment characteristics in terms of type of contract and work schedule, 

salary, percentage of self-employed or employees, the sector, public or 

private and, also, the situation of those who are unemployed and their 

expectations of finding a job. 

 Aurrera begira 2016: Indicators of young people's expectations. 

Aurrera Begira is a research carried out annually by the Basque Youth 

Observatory aimed at ascertaining how the Basque young people perceive 

the present and what their expectations for the future are in the short term. 

The results are connected around 10 indicators: the first three indicators 

focus on the assessment of the present moment from different points of 

view, both personal and collective; then four indicators focusing on 

employment expectations are analyzed; indicator number 8 refers to 

emancipation and finally two indicators analyse the future expectations. 

 Impact assessment of III Gazte Plana (youth program III). At the 

end of the Basque Government's III Gazte Plana for the period 2014-2016, 

the Basque Youth Observatory carried out its Impact Assessment, which 

analyzes the degree of achievement of the goals established at the 

beginning of the program. 

 Diagnosis of the situation of young people in Euskadi 2017. With a 

view to the elaboration of the new Gazte Plana, which will come into force in 

2018, the Basque Youth Observatory has carried out a Diagnosis of the 

situation of the young people in Euskadi in 2017 which shows the current 

situation of the Basque youth. 

 Europe Destination Guide 2017. The Europe Destination Guide will help 

you prepare a trip, learn languages, find a job in another country, apply for 

a scholarship, participate in a youth exchange, validate a degree or prepare 

your European curriculum. 

As in previous years the Basque Youth Observatory has counted on the 

international mobility expert Antonio Jesús Rodríguez Martínez, and in this 

its sixth edition has incorporated 424 new references. We have compiled and 

ordered a total of 2,674 active links to web pages so that you do not miss a 

single opportunity. 

In the latter part of the year we will present some new studies on which we are 

currently working: Youth emancipation in Euskadi 2015, Basque Youth 2016, The 
Cost of Residential Emancipation in Euskadi… 

http://www.gazteaukera.euskadi.eus/contenidos/informacion/gazteak_bilduma/eu_liburuak/adjuntos/Juventud_empleo%202015_c.pdf
http://www.gazteaukera.euskadi.eus/contenidos/informacion/aurrera_begira/eu_def/adjuntos/aurrera_begira_16_c.pdf
http://www.gazteaukera.euskadi.eus/contenidos/informacion/presentacion_publicaciones/es_10717/adjuntos/Evaluaci%C3%B3n_impacto_2016_GP_es.pdf
http://www.gazteaukera.euskadi.eus/contenidos/informacion/presentacion_publicaciones/es_10717/adjuntos/Diagnostico2017GP_2017_05_03.pdf
http://www.gazteaukera.euskadi.eus/contenidos/informacion/presentacion_publicaciones/es_10717/adjuntos/Europa_Helmuga_Gida_17_c.pdf


 

Documentation Centre 

The Documentation Centre of the Basque Youth Observatory, whose objective is to 

collect and disseminate specialized documentation to support researchers, 

educators and managers of programs and policies aimed at youth, continues to 

develop its monthly news bulletin with the latest additions of books and 

magazines, as well as summaries of the most interesting articles. 

In addition, it has incorporated six new proposals in its section reading guides: 

How to connect with young people in the digital world? (Pdf, 793 kb) 

Bibliography on emotional intelligence (Pdf, 221 kb) 

Bibliography on youth employment (Pdf, 262 kb) 

Bibliography on sexist violence related to the Beldur Barik course  (Pdf, 

461 kb) 

Cybersex, Sexting and Eroticism in Social Networks (Pdf, 180 kb) 

Bibliography on non-drug addictions  (Pdf, 354 kb) 

Training program 

The Training of professionals is the third of the Observatory's areas of work. 

Through the organization of courses we aim to provide people working with young 

people from the town councils, the educational system or other entities and 

associations, the possibility of updating their knowledge in different areas. From 

January to June, the courses have been attended by 167 people. These courses 

have been highly valued and in some cases it has been necessary to conduct more 
editions to respond to the demand. 

 Non-substance Addictions (2 editions) 

 Erotica 2.0:  Cybersex, Sexting, and Pornographication of Intimacy 

in Adolescence 

 Preventing male gender violence. Beldur Barik Program (3 editions) 

 How to connect with young people in the digital world? 

 Emotional Intelligence in Action: Tools for a Better Relationship with 

Youth 

During the final three-month period of the year we will hold two new training 

courses in which issues related to drug consumption and sexual diversity will be 
raised: 

o What do we mean when we talk about drugs? Tools for intervention 

with young people. Bilbao, October 3, 10 and 17, 2017. 

o Archaeology of identity: transsexualism and sexual diversity 

Identity. Bilbao, 14, 21 and 28 November 2017 

 

http://www.gazteaukera.euskadi.eus/r58-7652/es/contenidos/informacion/aurkezpena_dokumentazioa/es_def/index.shtml
http://www.gazteaukera.euskadi.eus/r58-7652/es/contenidos/informacion/artikulu_nabarmenak/es_artikulu/artikuluak.html
http://www.gazteaukera.euskadi.eus/r58-7652/es/contenidos/informacion/irakurketa_gidak/es_irakurri/irakurketa_gidak.html
http://www.gazteaukera.euskadi.eus/contenidos/informacion/irakurketa_gidak/es_irakurri/adjuntos/irakurketa_gida_sareak_17_c.pdf
http://www.gazteaukera.euskadi.eus/contenidos/informacion/irakurketa_gidak/es_irakurri/adjuntos/irakurketa_gida_adimena_1_17.pdf
http://www.gazteaukera.euskadi.eus/contenidos/informacion/irakurketa_gidak/es_irakurri/adjuntos/Gazteak_eta_enpleguari_buruzko_bbliografia_c.pdf
http://www.gazteaukera.euskadi.eus/contenidos/informacion/irakurketa_gidak/es_irakurri/adjuntos/irakurketa_gida_beldur_barik_17.pdf
http://www.gazteaukera.euskadi.eus/contenidos/informacion/irakurketa_gidak/es_irakurri/adjuntos/irakurketa_gida_zibersexoa.pdf
http://www.gazteaukera.euskadi.eus/contenidos/informacion/irakurketa_gidak/es_irakurri/adjuntos/irakurketa_gida_%20adikzioak_17.pdf
http://www.gazteaukera.euskadi.eus/r58-7653/es/contenidos/informacion/formazioa/es_10717/informacion.html


Gaztedoc 

If you want to know about these and other activities developed by the Basque 

Youth Observatory consult the web page, follow us on the social networks, 

Facebook or Twitter, or subscribe to the Gaztedoc newsletter which we publish 
every two months. 

http://www.gazteaukera.euskadi.eus/r58-854/es/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Gazteen-Euskal-Behatokia-Observatorio-Vasco-de-la-Juventud/104554102971523
https://twitter.com/GazteBehatokia
http://www.gazteaukera.euskadi.eus/r58-7657/es/contenidos/noticia/behatokiko_buletina_06_17/es_buletina/behatokiko_boletina.html

